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Preface

With 18 Olympic gold medals, Michael Phelps is the most decorated athlete of all time. It isn’t surprising to learn that his training regimen would challenge demigods. At peak season, he clocks 50 miles per week in the pool and yet more hours in the gym. For other athletes wishing to join Phelps’s ranks, this all sounds like a simple enough formula to replicate: train hard, eat smart, get stronger, perform better, win Olympic gold. The problem is that training and nutrition alone can’t guarantee Phelps’s impressive collection of Olympic bling.

Why not? If you train hard enough, you can achieve anything, right? In short, no. As a physical specimen, Michael Phelps was born to swim. His double-jointed ankles and size 14 feet work in conjunction with a double-jointed rib cage, meaning that his kick starts in his chest, generating a tremendous dolphin-like thrust. And even though Phelps is 6’ 4”, his arms measure 6’ 7” from fingertip to fingertip, extending from a large and powerful torso that would be proportional for a man several inches taller than he stands. To add insult to injury for the mortals in the adjacent lanes wishing to challenge Phelps to a race, he produces less than half the lactic acid of other athletes, meaning he can quickly recover from physical exertion. Biomechanically and metabolically, Phelps was born with a substantial and natural advantage in the pool.

So what does Michael Phelps have to do with customer centricity? Well, his inherent goodness as a swimmer is an analog for one of the pillars of a customer-centric marketing strategy: Even before a customer makes their first purchase with you, much of their potential value is already there, just as Phelps’s natural physical advantages were there when he was born. Sure, you can drag customers into the
marketing and sales gym to develop their value a bit further, but by how much really depends on a number of predetermined factors that you don’t have much, if any, control over. You certainly won’t be able to transform the vast majority of your base into your best, most Phelps-like class of customer. On the other hand, knowing who your best customers are is not as clear as separating the winners from the losers in a quick swimming race. To get the clearest picture of a customer’s value means harnessing the insights that come from playing a long game—one that projects their entire lifetime with you. That’s what this book is about.
Introduction

We begin with a company that has been around for about 36 years, predating any modern notion of customer data analytics. Back in 2013, it was loathed so intensely by its customers that it was named the worst company in America—for the second year in a row. From the outside, this company appeared to be in such serious trouble that its days were surely numbered. Yet, over the past six years, its stock value has rebounded 1,000%, and in 2017 it managed to clear a billion dollars in profit. Would it surprise you to learn that the company in question is global gaming giant Electronic Arts (EA)?

Sparking EA’s miraculous turnaround was the company’s realization that even if customers look the same on the surface, not all customers are the same—a principle that is fundamental to customer centricity. Today, we count EA in an elite class of companies that turned themselves around thanks to their steadfast commitment to their customer-centric strategy. We say steadfast because the turnaround has taken more than a decade to gain outward visible momentum, as reflected on Wall Street.

EA’s turnaround actually began five long years before its stock price started to climb again, when a few data nerds working on the sales planning team decided to follow a hunch. They believed that the company was wasting vast resources in the way it invested its marketing budget—22% of revenue was spent on marketing at the time. Following this thread, the analysts wanted to see if they could use data to find a better way to advertise EA’s games. Back then, much of the budget was spent right before a game launch and went to TV ads and other broadcast spray-and-pray approaches, but no one at EA had any clear goals in mind for how to measure the returns on this spending.
By optimizing a marketing mix algorithm, the data team was able to provide indisputable evidence to the decision makers at EA that the company was, indeed, spending its marketing dollars inefficiently. And thankfully for EA, the decision makers paid close attention when presented with alternatives. The result was a universal decrease in marketing dollars spent, with no negative impact to efficacy. This provided the first proof to EA that by leveraging data insights, it could forge a path to more successful decision making.

When EA purchased Playfish, a digital-first gaming company, in 2009, one of those data nerds from the sales planning team—Zachery Anderson—was appointed to lead the analytics and insights arm of EA Digital. This team made it their mission to mine whatever data they could find. By standardizing metrics, they created a unified, reliable way for the company to analyze hundreds of data points. The company was abuzz with the possibilities that these newfound insights heralded, but many EA employees also worried about the company’s identity in light of this new flood of information. As Benjamin Tisdale, senior director of business analytics, reflected, many employees were asking, “Is data going to decide everything for us now? We’re a creative company, and we didn’t want to lose sight of who we are.”
Then, in 2013, Andrew Wilson was named EA’s new CEO. Wilson decided to address head-on the tension between data-driven decision making and the need to protect the creativity of the game studios. By leveraging some key correlations that the Digital team’s analysis revealed around engagement and customer value, Wilson championed a “Player First” mantra that translated into marching orders for the entire company to understand what exactly leads to higher player engagement.

As part of Wilson’s “Player First” initiative, Anderson was asked to head up a new group called Global Analytics & Insights, which started to consolidate the company’s understanding about players, showing that in-game engagement was a good proxy for the future value of individual players. In fact, engagement was the single best predictor for whether a customer would purchase other games in the future. This finding may seem obvious now, but for a company that was not digitally native and had spent most of its history thinking about its customers monolithically, this pivotal insight ignited a transformation that has touched every aspect of how the company thinks about its customers and how it designs games tailored to attract and retain its best customers.

EA’s culture has since matured to a point where it values data and creativity equally, recognizing that these two approaches are symbiotic. The game designers embrace the insights data provide about player engagement, which helps inform what specifically is working and what needs to improve in the games they’re producing. The studios aren’t necessarily living and breathing in data in the same way the data teams are, but they are using these insights as guideposts to help scaffold ideas as they brainstorm new game ideas.

Certainly, the financial health of the company tells us this approach is working—really well! But if player engagement is one of the best indicators of the future value of EA’s customers, then the recent stats about the popularity of EA’s games are the best news of all. EA’s 2017 end-of-year fiscal report stated: “EA was the #1 publisher on PlayStation®4 and Xbox One consoles in the Western World for fiscal 2017, based on available sources and EA estimates.”7
EA is an almost-perfect case study in implementing a successful customer-centric business strategy. EA shows us how a firm can maximize its long-term financial value—and set itself up for long-term success—by drawing on the current and future needs of customers to guide the development and delivery of a company’s products. Granted, the route to becoming a customer-centric company is not always simple or direct; in fact, some companies that think they’re already customer centric don’t even have a clear understanding of what customer centricity actually is, much less how it should be executed effectively.

Thankfully, that’s where The Customer Centricity Playbook comes in.

About This Book

The Customer Centricity Playbook will guide you through the specifics of many customer centricity success stories, providing you with a 360-degree analysis of all the elements that support customer centricity in an organization. You will learn to

- develop a customer-centric strategy for your organization;
- understand the right way to think about customer lifetime value (CLV);
- make informed investments in sales, marketing, and customer service based on the customer life cycle;
- foster a culture that sustains customer centricity;
- understand the link between customer lifetime value and market valuation; and
- understand customer relationship management (CRM) systems, as they are a vital underpinning for all these areas through the valuable insights they provide.

We lay out a straightforward methodology and set of concepts that are essential considerations for any organization looking to become
customer centric. In fact, the goal of wanting to better explain the underlying principles of customer centricity is what brought us, your authors, together as collaborators.

Why We Wrote This Book

When we met in 2013, Peter’s first book, Customer Centricity: Focus on the Right Customers for Strategic Advantage, had recently been published. It was one of the first on the subject intended for a general business audience, and it had also been translated into Chinese, Korean, and Portuguese, revealing global interest in the topic.

Peter was on the hunt for a capstone experience for students of his customer centricity MBA course at The Wharton School that would bring all the concepts of the course together in a challenging and realistic way. Sarah had recently become the director of Wharton’s Al West Jr. Learning Lab, a collaborative incubator for driving the development of groundbreaking, award-winning, high-tech applications in education. When Sarah heard about Peter’s desire to create an immersive learning experience for his students, she jumped at the chance to collaborate with him. She started by reading Customer Centricity.

Together, we created Wharton’s Customer Centricity Simulation, a game that realistically simulates the acquisition, retention, and loss of thousands of customers and allows learners to put the customer centricity essentials they have learned into practice to win over those customers. It took more than two years to develop, and in 2015 we successfully launched it. During this time, we learned a great deal that we realized could also help those outside the classroom who are struggling with these issues in their organizations.

We soon decided to write a book that would be a true playbook for developing a customer-centric organization. Whereas Peter’s first book, Customer Centricity, makes the case for moving away from a product-centric strategy to a customer-centric strategy, The Customer Centricity Playbook shows customer-centricity converts where to start to develop and implement a winning customer-centric strategy.
What’s Next

Chapter 1 lays a foundation for the book by defining *customer centrality*, a term that is used widely but often incorrectly. In this first chapter we discuss the importance of customer heterogeneity and explain the right and wrong ways to think about CLV—a key building block for a customer-centric strategy. Chapter 2 delves into the first step in the customer journey—acquisition—and explores various strategies and tactics. We also discuss why personas and demographics are archaic customer acquisition approaches that should be retired. Chapter 3 shifts the conversation to fine-tuning retention and development activities by leveraging CLV. Chapter 4 focuses on the data analytics, technology tools, and processes that are the pillars of customer relationship management (CRM) and are all essential to customer centrality. Chapter 5 discusses the differences between traditional approaches to corporate valuation and why it is beneficial to use customer-based corporate valuation to draw a fuller picture of an organization’s financial health, which will also drive specific operational decisions. Finally, chapter 6 discusses organizational transformation, culture, and leadership, which are all key to sustaining any customer-centric strategy.
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